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Globally optimal statistical methods eliminate the greatest challenges
to the validity and reproducibility of findings in the literature.

In my view ubiquitous use of linear statistical
models (LSMs) to aide in “understanding” of
sample data ranks among the greatest challenges
to the validity and reproducibility of empirical
findings reported in the literature.
By far, the most widely-reported LSMs
reflect parametric methods—which clearly are
the most challenged of all LSM formulations.
For parametric LSMs an omnipresent challenge
is the ability of sample data to comply with all
of the underlying assumptions. Violation of any
crucial assumption(s) underlying any method is
problematic because any and all such violation
undermines both internal and external validity
of findings obtained by the method. Extorting
the virtue of “robustness over violations” begs
the question of how “incorrect” can something
be, and still be considered “correct”.1-3
An inherent limitation of parametric
LSMs is inaccuracy: most models are only
capable of accurately predicting values close to
the sample mean or mode (for variance- and
maximum-likelihood function-based methods,
respectively). For example, weak accuracy is
obtained by correlation and multiple regression
analysis-based LSMs4-6 and by chi-square and
logistic regression analysis-based LSMs.7-11
To eradicate both issues for problems
involving a binary class variable and multiple

attributes (“independent variables”) an optimal
(maximum-accuracy) LSM method called
MultiODA was created.12-13 An analogue to
logistic regression analysis, MultiODA requires
no assumptions and explicitly proves maximumaccuracy: it not only identifies more accurate
LSMs than parametric methods, it sometimes
identifies accurate LSMs in applications where
parametric models find nothing.14-15 Indeed, a
MultiODA model involving the use of unitweight beta coefficients is more accurate and
parsimonious than parametric models.16
Multicategorical attributes—categorical
variables with three or more possible response
levels—are inherently difficult for all LSMs.
Such attributes are rearranged using “reference
groups”.17 Type I error changes as a function of
reference group definition which determines the
constitution of the design matrix: as the number
of levels of a multicategorical variable increases
the design matrix can rapidly be overwhelmed.18
This is easily seen by reconstructing a problem
originally developed for logistic regression
analysis instead as a log-linear model.1-2 Use of
reference groups decreases parsimony of LSMs,
and imperfectly-specified reference groups can
reduce model accuracy.19-20 Arbitrary parsing of
ordered variables can influence both Type I
error and model accuracy in all methods.21
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The most important inherent challenge
for all LSMs is avoiding Simpson’s Paradox, a
phenomenon whereby pooling (combining) of
different groups (e.g., ethnic categories)
produces spurious confounding and useless
findings.22-24 Explicitly optimal (maximum
accuracy) classification tree analysis (CTA) was
created to eliminate all shortcomings of LSMs,
including paradoxical confounding.25-26 Initial
research using CTA reported strongest models
obtained in some areas of research.27-28 Most
recently, algorithms were discovered to identify
globally optimal models for a given sample.29-30
New statistical methods eliminate challenges to
validity and reproducibility of findings, and
offer promise of increasing the accuracy and
efficiency of programmatic research.
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